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Nonlocal mixing of supercurrents in Josephson ballistic point contacts
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We study coherent current states in the mesoscopic superconducting weak link simultaneously subjected to
the order parameter phase differencef on the contact and to the tangential to the junction interface superfluid
velocity vs in the banks. The Josephson current-phase relationI J(f) controlled by the external transport
current I T(vs) is obtained. Atf close top the nonlocal nature of the Josephson phase-dependent current
results in the appearance of two vortexlike states in the vicinity of the contact.
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The superfluid flow of Cooper pairs in a superconducto
related to the space dependence of the phasex of the order
parameter. In a~quasi!homogeneous current state the sup
current densityj locally depends on the superfluid veloci
vs5\/2m¹x(r ). Such a state is realized in narrow films
wires.1 In the case in which the phasex strongly varies in the
scale of superconducting coherence lengthj0 the relation
between the current densityj ~r ! andx~r ! becomes nonlocal
This situation~opposite to the homogeneous current state! is
realized in Josephson weak links~for a review, see Ref. 2!,
e.g., in superconducting point contacts–microconstricti
between two bulk superconductors~banks!. The Josephson
current nonlocally depends onx~r ! and is determined~pa-
rametrized! by the total phase differencef across the weak
link. The current-phase relationj ~f! for ballistic point con-
tact was obtained in Ref. 3. The nonlocal nature of Joseph
current in mesoscopic junctions was demonstrated by H
et al.4 and studied in theoretical papers.5

The Josephson weak link could be considered a
‘‘mixer’’ of two superconducting macroscopic quantu
states in the banks. The result of the mixing is the pha
dependent current carrying state with current flowing fro
one bank to another. The properties of this state depen
the properties of the states of the banks. For example,
Josephson junction between unconventional~d-wave! super-
conductors the surface current, tangential to the contac
terface, appears simultaneously with Josephson current~see,
e.g., Ref. 6!.

In this paper we study coherent current states in the
sephson weak link between conventional superconduc
whose banks are in the homogeneous current states.
questions we raise are the following: How are two superc
ducting current carrying states in the banks coherently mi
by a mesoscopic Josephson junction, or in other words, w
is the result of the interplay between transport currentj T(vs)
flowing parallel to the junction interface and nonlocal J
sephson currentj J(f)? How are the Josephson properties
the system influenced by the external controlling transp
current? We have found that the distribution of the curren
a region of nonlocal mixing strongly depends on the glo
phase differencef between banks and forf5p the distribu-
tion contains the vortexlike states. The current-phase rela
j J(f) at f nearp essentially depends on the superfluid v
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locity in the banksvs , in particular, the absolute value of th
derivative d jJ /df at f5p is suppressed by the transpo
current.

We consider the Josephson weak link with dire
conductivity—a microbridge between thin superconduct
films. The bridge sizes, lengthL and width 2a, are assumed
to be smaller than the coherence lengthj0. In this case even
for temperatureT near the critical temperatureTc the local
description based on the Ginzburg-Landau approach is
applicable. To describe the coherent current states in the
tem we use the quasiclassical Eilenberger equations,7 which
are valid for temperatures 0,T,Tc and for arbitrary rela-
tion between the contact size and coherence lengthj0. On
the other hand, we assume thata andL are much larger than
the Fermi wavelengthlF . The electron mean free path
supposed to be much larger thanj0.

Suppose the homogeneous transport currentI T with a su-
perfluid velocity vs flows in the banks of the contact. Th
situation with controlled phase differencef and preset cur-
rent I T may be realized if the microbridge is incorporated
a cylindrical thin film~Fig. 1!. Let the radius of the cylinder
be less than the London penetration depth and larger than
coherence length. In this case the phase differencef is gov-
erned by the external magnetic fluxF, f5(2e/\c)F, and
the external transport currentI T flowing along the cylinder is
homogeneously distributed far from the microconstriction

The Eilenberger equations for thej-integrated Green’s
functions have the form7

FIG. 1. Scheme of the realization of the microbridge with tran
port current in the banks and the controlled phase difference.
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vF

]

]r
Ĝv~vF ,r !1@vt̂31D̂~vF ,r !,Ĝv~vF ,r !#50, ~1!

where

D̂5S 0 D

D† 0 D , Ĝv~vF ,r !5S gv f v

f v
† 2gv

D , ~2!

t̂3 is the Pauli matrix,D is the superconducting order param
eter, andĜv(vF ,r ) is the matrix Green’s function, which
depends on the electron velocity on the Fermi surfacevF ,
the coordinater , and the Matsubara frequencyv5(2n
11)pT, with n being an integer number.

The order parameterD is determined by the self
consistency equation

D~r !5plT(
v

^ f v~vF ,r !&vF
. ~3!

Solution of the matrix Eq.~1! together with Eq.~3! deter-
mines the current densityj ~r ! in the system,

j ~r !522p ieN~0!T(
v

^vFgv~vF ,r !&vF
. ~4!

Herel is the BCS coupling constant,N(0) is the density of
states at the Fermi surface, and^ . . . &vF

is the averaging ove

directions of the velocityvF .
If the film thicknessw is much smaller thanj0, the spatial

distributions ofD~r ! and j ~r ! depend only on coordinates i
the plane of the film and the Eilenberger equations~1! reduce
to the two-dimensional ones. We solve these equations in
model of the microbridge as a slit in a thin impenetrab
partition (L50) atx50 between two half planesx"0 ~Fig.
2!. The equations~1! for Green’s functionĜv(vF ,x,y) have
to be supplemented by the continuity condition at the
(x50,uyu,a) and by the condition of the specular reflectio
at the line (x50,uyu>a). Far from the constriction the
Green’s functions must satisfy the conditions, which descr
the homogeneous current parallel to they axis.

As was shown in Ref. 3 in the zero approximation on t
small parametera/j0!1 for a self-consistent calculation o
the superconducting current it is not necessary to find
spatial dependenceD(x,y). In the same approximation th
superfluid velocityvs does not depend on coordinates. T

FIG. 2. Model of the microbridge as the slit in the thin insula
ing partition.
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spatial variation ofD and vs is essential at the distancesr
from the contactr&a. The Green’s functions are varied a
the distances of orderj0, and in the main approximation o
the parametera/j0!1 they are defined by the values o
D(vs) andvs in the banks of the contact. ForD andvs being
constants at each half plane an analytical solution of Eil
berger equations can be found by the method of integra
along quasiclassical trajectories. Under the conditiona/j0
!1 such a solution is self-consistent. In any pointr5~x,y!
all ballistic trajectories can be classified as transit trajecto
~marked by a ‘‘1’’ in Fig. 2!, for which vF Pa(r) @a(r)
being the angle at which the slit is seen from the pointr] and
nontransit trajectoriesvF¹a(r) ~marked by a ‘‘2’’ in Fig. 2!.
For transit trajectories the Green’s functions satisfy
boundary conditions in both the banks. For the nontran
trajectories they satisfy to a specular reflection condition
the partition and the conditions in the left or right ban
Making use of the solution of Eilenberger equations, we o
tain the following expression for the current density~4! at
the slit:

j ~x50,uyu,a,f,vs!

54pueuN~0!vFT

3 (
v.0 K v̂Im

iV sin
f

2
2hṽ cos

f

2

hV cos
f

2
2 i ṽ sin

f

2

L
v̂

, ~5!

where V5Aṽ21D2, ṽ5v1 ipFvs , v̂5vF /vF is the unit
vector, andh5sign(vx). We should require ReV.0, which
fixes the sign of the square root to be sign(pFvs). Under the
condition a/j0!1 the current density at the slit does n
depend on they coordinate, and the total current through t
contact ~Josephson current! is equal to I J52aw jx (x
50,uyu,a,f,vs).

For vs50 the component of the current~5! tangential to
the contactj y[0 and for the Josephson current densityj J
[ j x we have the result obtained in Ref. 3. In the general c
vsÞ0 the current~5! has bothj J and j y components. The
tangential currentj y depends on the phasef and is not equal
to the transport current densityjT in the banks. In particular
at f near p it goes in the direction opposite the extern
transport current~see below!.

To describe the influence of the transport current in
banks on the Josephson current we introduce the dimens
less parameterq5vspF /D0 @D05D(T50,vs50)#. The
value ofq is varied in the range 0,q,qc . The critical value
qc corresponds to the critical current density in the homo
neous current state. At zero temperatureqc51, and the gap
D does not depend onq.8 In Fig. 3 we plot the Josephso
currentI J(f) at temperatureT50.1Tc for different values of
q. The presence of the tangential transport current in
banks suppresses the value of the critical Josephson cu
and essentially changes the derivativedIJ /df at f5p. We
emphasize that the dependence of the Josephson curreI J
4-2
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(f) on q, which is shown in Fig. 3, does not relate to th
suppression of the gap by the transport current, which
negligible for such low temperatures.

The derivativedIJ /df at f5p determines the kinetic
inductance of the Josephson junction,2 which is relevant,
e.g., for the operation of a superconducting quantum in
ference device. The expression for the derivative of the
sephson currentI J at f5p has the form

dIJ

df
uf5p522aw

ueuN~0!D2

mvs
f S vspF

pT D , ~6!

where the functionf (x) is plotted in Fig. 4. The derivative
dIJ /df(f5p) is inversely proportional tovs at T!pFvs
and it is inversely proportional toT at T@pFvs .

By using the Green’s functions along transit and nontr
sit trajectories, calculated in the main approximation on
small parametera/j0, we can find the spatial distributions o
the order parameter and the current density in the con
~see Ref. 3!. The numerically calculated current-density d
tributions for different values of phasef and the temperature
T50.1Tc are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For small values of t
phase differencef between banks, the current densityj ~r! is
just the vector sum of the homogeneous transport cur
density in the banksjT(vs) and the conventional Josephso
currentj J(f,r,vs50) ~Fig. 5!. Forf nearp the constructive
interference of supercurrents takes place. Atf5p there are
no Josephson current,j J50, and the current is distributed i
such a way that there are two antisymmetric ‘‘vortices’’ clo
to the contact region~Fig. 6!. Far from the constriction~at

FIG. 3. Josephson currentI J versus phasef. I 052aw
•4pueuN(0)vFTc .

FIG. 4. The functionf (x) from expression~6!.
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the distancesr;j0@a) the interference current is spread o
and the current density is equal to its value in the banks

A simple and transparent expression for the curre
density distributionj ~r! can be found for temperatures clos
to the critical temperature (Tc2T!Tc). At the distances
from the contact, which are less than the coherence lengtj0
and arbitrary in comparison to the sizea, j ~r! takes the form

j ~r,f,vs)5 j J~r,f!1 jT~vs!1 j JT~r,f,vs!, ~7!

j J~r,f!52 j csinf^v̂sign~vx!& v̂Pa(r) ,

jT~vs!52 j ck^v̂v̂y& v̂ ,

j JT~r,f,vs!5 j ck~12cosf!^v̂v̂y& v̂Pa(r) ,

where

j c~T,vs!5
pueuN~0!vF

8

D2~T,vs!

Tc
~8!

is a critical current density of the contact atT'Tc and k
5@14§(3)/p3#(vspF /Tc). We detach explicitly the Joseph
son currentj J(r,f), and the spatially homogeneous~trans-
port! current densityjT(vs) produced by the superfluid veloc
ity vs , and write the total current~7! as the sum of three
componentsj J , jT , and the rest, i.e., the ‘‘interference’’ cur
rent j JT . The macroscopic quantum interference takes pl

FIG. 5. Vector plot of the current density forf5p/2 and q
50.5. Numbers markx andy axes in the units of the contact sizea.

FIG. 6. Vector plot of the current density forf5p and q
50.5.
4-3
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in the vicinity of the contact region where both cohere
current densitiesj J(r,f) andjT(vs) exist. We emphasize tha
at f nearp at the slit the ‘‘interference’’ currentj JT is anti-
parallel to jT . If the phase differencef5p, the currentj JT
522jT . When there is no phase difference~at f50!, we
havej JT50.

In conclusion, we have investigated the coherent curr
states in the Josephson ballistic point contact simultaneo
subjected to the order parameter phase differencef and to
the tangential to the junction interface the superfluid veloc
vs in the banks. The current-phase relationI J(f) is shown to
be controlled by the transport superconducting curr
I T(vs). Thus, by varyingI T(vs), the characteristics of the
weak link, such as the shape of the Josephson current-p
relation and the value of the critical current, can be chang
A similar effect can be produced by increasing the tempe
ture T of the system. But, as compared to controlling by t
ys

t-
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transport supercurrent, increasing the temperature lead
additional thermal noise.

Moreover, the current distribution pattern in the vicini
of the contact was obtained. The current pattern drastic
depends on the external phase differencef; in particular, at
f5p the existence of two antisymmetric vortexlike curre
structures is predicted. Considering the current pattern,
have also demonstrated that the superposition of the su
currents in the vicinity of the weak link is not just the
vector sum. These results can be relevant in a wide rang
problems, in which the current~and corresponding magnetic
field! distribution in the vicinity of the weak link is impor-
tant.
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